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Publisherâ€™s Note:Â  Â Products purchased from 3rd Party sellers are not guaranteed by the

Publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product. A

fundamental and respected resource book in critical care,Â The ICU Book, Fourth Edition, continues

to provide the current and practical guidance that have made it the best-selling text in critical care.

The text addresses both the medical and surgical aspects of critical care, delivering the guidance

needed to ensure sound, safe, and effective treatment for patients in intensive careâ€”regardless of

the specialty focus of the unit. Â Traditionally available as a printed textbook, the print version now

comes with a completely revamped digital experience, powered by Inkling.Â  Viewable through a

browser on PCÂ and Mac or as a download to your iOSÂ tablet or smartphone, the digital version

includes:The complete text with optimized navigationA powerful, index-based search functionAll

referenced content is linked throughout for instant accessRegular literature and commentary

updates integrated into the textThe ability to share notes with friends and colleaguesKey

FeaturesProblem-based approachÂ teaches critical thinking and mirrors the decision-making

process of the intensive care unitÂ Expert perspectives from Dr. MarinoÂ help sharpen technique,

minimize error, and improve outcomesReader-friendly formatÂ makes essential information easy to

locate and apply"Final Word" summaries at the conclusion of each chapterÂ highlight salient points

and improve retention of key conceptsNEW to the Fourth EditionFully rewritten contentÂ (including

eight new chapters) assures readers of only the most up-to-date and practical information

availableFull-color formatÂ emphasizes clinical anatomy and facilitates visual learningAdditionally,

this publication is included on the ANCC: American Nurses Credentialing Centerâ€™s reference list
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&#39;a worthy update of its predecessors&#39;Â &#39;appropriate for any critical care

population&#39;Numerical Score: 92 - Four Stars!-Doodys Publishers&#39; Club, Friday, April 18,

2014Â 

The e-book also works on Android now! The Android Inkling app is pretty spiffy, makes the book

easy to navigate!This book has been an old friend and a light in a dark, scary, and often confusing

place. Glad to have my own copy now! It works best when you read it and not just sit it on the shelf.

This is actually the sort of book that is enjoyable to read, despite it being about a topic that

intimidates.

Review of the supplemental Inkling website:My experience with the website has been awful. I

scratched off my access code, plugged it in, and was met with multiple screens of error messages

and broken pages of code. I thought maybe I had wandered into a fake website. Finally, I restarted

the access code process in a different web server and got as far as making an account before being

met with another broken page with a red error message, and a bunch of coding. I closed out that

page, and tried to log back in, and now, everything is working, but it says my access code is

unavailable to me, because it's in use (by me), except I don't have access to the resources because

they're not in my list of products on the website.

I love this book! I'm an ICU nurse and bought this while studying for my CCRN. I love how easy it is

to read and understand. It'll be a staple in my work reference library.

Helps explain the data behind routine ICU practices. You will be a well informed resident on the

nuances of ICU practice if you make sure to review this book prior and during your ICU rotation.

Cannot comment on the online access since my copy did not have an accompanying access code.

This book, though 1000 pages, is very readable due to the sensible and often humorous syntheses

of the medical literature by a single author. There is an emphasis on practical knowledge. Highly

recommended to residents; I wish I had read this during med school.



Fantastic ICU primer and reference. The author's writing style and commentary add to its value.

Highly recommended for RN/PA/NP/MD who needs a critical care overview.

Excellent book. Just about enough amount of pathophysiology plus lots of practical info. Answers

almost all questions you face in the medical ICU.

Re-reading this book for board preparation, a couple of things stand out. Marino is excellent at

challenging dogma and supports understanding the correct reasoning for medical pathophysiology. I

find the style to be very readable and succinct. However, the editor of the kindle edition (am reading

on an iPad) needs to be fired. There are typos, inaccurate figures/tables, and just plain odd

typesetting that is quite distracting. Hopefully this will be corrected in future editions as I cannot

imagine I am the only person reading this on an iPad.
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